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      My dear friends, 

 

I am happy to bring to you the 15th February, 2019 

issue of The Sunlit Path. 

 

The issue contains the Darshan Message of 21st 

February, 2019 received from the Sri Aurobindo 

Ashram, a prayer from the ‘Prayers and Meditation’ 

and few quintessential paragraphs explaining ‘The One 

whom we adore as The Mother’ are included from the 

book ‘The Mother’. Finally we have Sri Aurobindo’s 

writing on ‘The Hour of God.’ 

I do hope you will find the contents inspiring.  

     Sincere regards, 

       Bhalendu Vaishnav          23.2.2019 

     

Editorial 
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Divine Grace 

The Mother 

THERE is a Power that no ruler can command; 

there is a Happiness that no earthly success can 

bring; there is a Light that no wisdom can 

possess; there is a Knowledge that no philosophy 

and no science can master; there is a Bliss of 

which no satisfaction of desire can give the 

enjoyment; there is a thirst for Love that no 

human relation can appease; there is a Peace 

that one finds nowhere, not even in death.  

It is the Power, the Happiness, the Light, the 

Knowledge, the Bliss, the Love, the Peace that 

flow from the Divine Grace. (1) 
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The Mother 

Sri Aurobindo 

THERE are two powers that alone can effect in their 

conjunction the great and difficult thing which is the aim of our 

endeavour, a fixed and unfailing aspiration that calls from below 

and a supreme Grace from above that answers. 

****** 

THE One whom we adore as the Mother is the divine Conscious 

Force that dominates all existence, one and yet so many-sided 

that to follow her movement is impossible even for the quickest 

mind and for the freest and most vast intelligence. The Mother 

is the consciousness and force of the Supreme and far above all 
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she creates. But something of her ways can be seen and felt 

through her embodiments and the more seizable because more 

defined and limited temperament and action of the goddess 

forms in whom she consents to be manifest to her creatures. 

****** 

THE supramental change is a thing decreed and inevitable in the 

evolution of the earth-consciousness; for its upward ascent is 

not ended and mind is not its last summit. But that the change 

may arrive, take form and endure, there is needed the call from 

below with a will to recognise and not deny the Light when it 

comes, and there is needed the sanction of the Supreme from 

above. The power that mediates between the sanction and the 

call is the presence and power of the Divine Mother. The 

Mother’s power and not any human endeavour and tapasya can 

alone rend the lid and tear the covering and shape the vessel 

and bring down into this world of obscurity and falsehood and 
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death and suffering Truth and Light and Life divine and the 

immortal’s Ananda. (2)  

 

 

The Hour of God 

Sri Aurobindo 

There are moments when the Spirit moves among men and the 

breath of the Lord is abroad upon the waters of our being; 

there are others when it retires and men are left to act in the 

strength or the weakness of their own egoism. The first are 

periods when even a little effort produces great results and 

changes destiny; the second are spaces of time when much 

labour goes to the making of a little result. It is true that the 

latter may prepare the former, may be the little smoke of 

sacrifice going up to heaven which calls down the rain of God's 

bounty. Unhappy is the man or the nation which, when the divine 
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moment arrives, is found sleeping or unprepared to use it, 

because the lamp has not been kept trimmed for the welcome 

and the ears are sealed to the call. But thrice woe to them who 

are strong and ready, yet waste the force or misuse the 

moment; for them is irreparable loss or a great destruction.  

 

In the hour of God cleanse thy soul of all self-deceit and 

hypocrisy and vain self-fattering that thou mayst look straight 

into thy spirit and hear that which summons it. All insincerity of 

nature, once thy defence against the eye of the Master and the 

light of the ideal, becomes now a gap in thy armour and invites 

the blow. Even if thou conquer for the moment, it is the worse 

for thee, for the blow shall come afterwards and cast thee 

down in the midst of thy triumph. But being pure cast aside all 

fear; for the hour is often terrible, a fire and a whirlwind and a 

tempest, a treading of the winepress of the wrath of God; but 
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he who can stand up in it on the truth of his purpose is he who 

shall stand; even though he fall, he shall rise again, even though 

he seem to pass on the wings of the wind, he shall return. Nor 

let worldly prudence whisper too closely in thy ear; for it is the 

hour of the unexpected, the incalculable, the immeasurable. 

Mete not the power of the Breath by thy petty instruments, 

but trust and go forward.  

But most keep thy soul clear, even if for a while, of the clamour 

of the ego. Then shall a fire march before thee in the night and 

the storm be thy helper and thy flag shall wave on the highest 

height of the greatness that was to be conquered. (3)  
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